Thermosensitive, near-infrared-labeled nanoparticles for topotecan delivery to tumors.
Liposomal nanoparticles have proven to be versatile systems for drug delivery. However, the progress in clinic has been slower and less efficient than expected. This suggests a need for further development using carefully designed chemical components to improve usefulness under clinical conditions and maximize therapeutic effect. For cancer chemotherapy, PEGylated liposomes were the first nanomedicine to reach the market and have been used clinically for several years. Approaches toward targeted drug delivery using next generation "thermally triggered" nanoparticles are now in clinical trials. However, clinically tested thermosensitive liposomes (TSLs) lack the markers that allow tumor labeling and improved imaging for tissue specific applied hyperthermia. Here we describe the development of optically labeled TSLs for image guidance drug delivery and proof-of-concept results for their application in the treatment of murine xenograft tumors using the anticancer drug topotecan. These labeled TSLs also allow the simultaneous, real-time diagnostic imaging of nanoparticle biodistribution using a near-infrared (NIR; 750-950 nm) fluorophore coupled to a lipidic component of the lipid bilayer. When combined with multispectral fluorescence analysis, this allows for specific and high sensitivity tracking of the nanoparticles in vivo. The application of NIR fluorescence-labeled TSLs could have a transformative effect on future cancer chemotherapy.